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In Done With The Crying: Help and Recovery for Moms of Estranged Adult Children, Sheri
McGregor, M.A. With empathy and understanding, as well as tools, the latest study, and insight
from more than 9,000 parents of estranged adult kids, McGregor assists parents of estranged
adults program ahead, prepare for psychological triggers, and prevail over setbacks and
pain.and move forward in their own lives. You can move forward from the disbelief and distress.,
helps parents liberate from emotional pain— You may be happy once again. In a calm yet
authoritative tone of voice, and with exercises produced from her work as a life coach and her
own recovery, McGregor helps moms who did their best to come to terms with their estranged
adult child's options, and regain their health insurance and happiness.this book will help you,
too. But lots of the book's good examples are from couples, you need to include the
experiences of fathers.   "Ninety-three percent of the parents who reply my study at
RejectedParents.Net are moms," says Sheri McGregor. "That is why the title is fond of them. To
fathers of estranged adult children— Some passages directly highlight men's reactions, including
my husband's. The concepts presented are highly relevant to fathers, and the approaches for
coping can be used by anyone." In this encouraging and comprehensive publication,
McGregor fully covers the phenomenon of estranged adult kids from families who never
expected a child to slice ties and walk away. Nine in-depth chapters provide dozens of
inspiring examples from among the thousands of parents of estranged adult children.only
maybe even better. Hope can remain, but you need not stay stalled, forever waiting. As a
loving mom to whom the unthinkable happened, McGregor understands the horrible shock that
wrings a mother or father dry, triggers denial, blame, anger, and shame. Consider charge.
Reclaim yourself and your life— Gain understanding and useful help from a mother who knows
the pain of this devastating loss with all its uncertainty and heartache.
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Help for the heartbroken mother This book was very helpful when I became estranged from my
adopted adult daughter. I purchased the ebook version and did the actions in a notepad on
my phone. I also became a member of the authors discussion board at rejectedparents. This
book is written for and by parents whose adult kids rejected them, walled them out of their
lives. I don’t possess any better answers as to the reasons my child walked from me. What I
really do have is personal acceptance and personal understanding gained along the way of
doing the exercises within the book. Due to the fact I was sobbing all night on end ahead of
buying the book, I would say that it has had incredible value in restoring my life back again to
being functional again. Mothers in my own same situation, you possess my prayers. I attempted
spiritual healers, counselors, meditation, prayer, and on and on. It feels like this publication
saved my life It feels like this book saved my life. Hang on limited, it gets better. My story is
similar to so many others. The information is helping me heal This book gave me hope. It isn't
that every day is easy and I know that this estrangement from my adult girl has changed me
within my core. Until I came across this reserve I felt alone, misunderstood and judged. As an
estranged mother or father you feel isolated and hesitant to share your tale which is what
makes this problem so hard to deal with. We'd been very close and both of us talked about
how lucky we had been to have one another. Do we let it consumed our lives and make us ill,
mentally and physically sick, or learn to let go and move on? This technique of healing is most
likely a life-long journey, but for this reason book, I actually believe that there is certainly light
by the end of this tunnel. Already I can see some twinkling superstars along the path. Highly
recommend to any parent going thru the pains of estrangement with their children This was a
very enlightening book for me and highly recommend to any parent going thru the pains of
estrangement with their children. I realized I'm not the only one and it brought me in fact a
whole lot of peace with the decisions that have been made. Many thanks! I'm today living my
life, happy and fulfilled. Right now it's 3 Understanding my adult child. We need to learn to love
ourselves. I possibly could relate to most people and their tales in this book, which help press
me to start out finding new joy in other places. I found it to be extremely therapeutic and
present it five stars for the help it offered me. Fast delivery. possess gotten such insight into my
issue from it!Thank you Sheri McGregor designed for your book and sharing your heartache
too! Reading about each persons issue brings to light the fact that you are not by yourself! I
too constantly thought that you must did something horrible to alienate your beloved child but
now I realize it's not true. I cannot recommend this publication enough for anyone out there
(man or woman) with a broken center from an adult child who you dearly liked. The writing
excercises actually help and assist you to think more clearly. I appreciate you! Life Changing
and Life Affirming This book was life changing. Bottom line, in my opinion, is this: in the event
that you truly love someone, you need them to be content, even if it does not consist of you.
I've been suffering alone with the guilt and shame and like therefore numerous others, I had no
clue why my children chose to trim me out of their lives as young adults. I have done a lot of
crying, and today I'm more hopeful that I possibly could move on in my own life with a new
husband and fantastic step-children who love me and appreciate me. Not only did this author
help me feel backed, understood and recognized, she also showed me the path to bringing
joy back to my life.' It has been 4 years since my adult daughter started trimming ties. The
exercises have become helpful and helped me gain insight. . Excellence book on the topic of
un-explainable lost of connection. Excellence book on the topic. It generally does not resolve
the issues, just knowing that there are numerous parents out there who cope with the same issue
of un-explainable lost of connection. We each need to come to our own decision on how best



to deal with it. After that her new boyfriend moved in (the one who provides cut his very own
mother and stepmother out of his lifestyle) and she allow herself become convinced that I was
evil. Love hurts! your kids will see things how they need and nothing you can say or do will
correct it. The author also offers a website/support group. We still have to get up in the
morning, working, and supporting ourselves. Exceptional book for parents estranged from their
mature children (not by the parents' choice) Specific niche market audience.net I would
recommend that a grieving mom use this book as an instrument to cope with the loss of a
romantic relationship with a child. This is a personal tragedy, nothing less. Cut off from one's
adult child--and the resulting grandchildren--frequently leaves ageing adults feeling utterly
bereft. Sheri McGregor knows this situation personally. I refer to it often. She conveys her
research, and her personal, hard-gained wisdom, beautifully in this specific self-help book. In
the end we still need to look after ourselves. Excellent. Challenging reading. An anonymous
reviewer here provided a 2-star review that points out the multiple sites encouraging adult kids
to go low contact or no connection with their "toxic and narc parents. Must read for anyone
with an estranged adult child I am half method through this reserve & I will always want and
desire to have a relationship with my kids but I'm carried out crying and I'm completed beating
myself up about it." Discover these and keep yourself well-informed. When our children have a
tendency to harm us the most. Helped me in a trying time when all four of our kids were going
through their share together. This publication opened my eye that no real matter what you do;
Great book for anyone going right through the stages of grief with an adult child prodigal.
Has much needed comfort and understanding. Getting needed support I liked the composing
style, very engaging. A.although stories are not exactly the same, it gives a feeling of
belonging. Highly recommended for estranged parents and alienated grandparents Liked it. If
you love somebody, you want them to be happy . I must say i want my boy to be happy. I refer
to this book many times to help me complete rough times. This book allows parents to feel
understood and part of a group. However, I believe it totally misses/fails to provide the
solution. Five Stars Good product and price. Friend suggested Good info Done crying Great
publication for parents that are hurting. I completely don't believe all parents fall into this
label. However, it can be extraordinarily enlightening to see the other perspective. It had been
oddly comforting to know there have been so many parents out there that share my story and
talk about my pain. . If that is without me, i quickly am happy he and his wife are content. It's
not about who's right or who is wrong. Realizing this healed me immediately and freed me to
concentrate on living a fulfilling life. And it makes you understand how many folks are in this
example. This book was incredibly useful in directing me onto a different and healthier route.
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